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Web Developer Job Description  

We are looking to add a Web Developer to our CI-Technology Team.  This person will be an integral part 
of a growing technology team, responsible for the development of user interfaces, user experiences, 
and integral APIs across multiple web applications.  The Web Developer will report to the CI Web 
Development Coordinator. 

Responsibilities Include 

• A mix of both Front End & Back End development 

• Participation in SCRUM sessions and product reviews 

• Follow preferred development methodologies and adhere to development standards 

• Working within a team of developers and the CI Web Development Coordinator 

• Documentation / Writing self-documenting code 

 

Web Developer – Skills and Requirements 

Strong proficiency in PHP development 

Strong proficiency in web API development (SOAP & REST) 

Strong proficiency in web development concepts and frameworks (Laravel, MVC, REST, JSON), SOAP and 
XML are a plus 

Strong proficiency in modern software development practices (SDLC and Agile)  

Strong proficiency in object oriented development concepts and practices 

Strong knowledge of SQL with the ability to write/optimize complex queries in an RDBMS environment 

Strong knowledge of search engines and cache mechanisms (Elasticsearch, Redis) 

Working knowledge of version control and Issue tracking software (git, Bitbucket, JIRA) 

Working knowledge of HTML, Javascript, CSS (Sass/Less), jQuery 

Working knowledge of AngularJS, Angular 

Working knowledge of Unix/Linux commands and scripting 

Working knowledge of Windows environments and Linux/Unix environments 
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Experience designing, building, testing, and implementing large, complex, high performing web 
applications 

Ability to work on multiple projects at one time 

Ability to consistently learn new technologies and development methodologies  

Advanced problem solving and analytical skills 

Excellent time management and organization skills 

Associate degree in Computer Science or related field (Bachelor’s degree preferred) 

Demonstrable working web portfolio preferred (Github/Bitbucket as well) 

StackOverflow account a plus but not required 

2-4 years progressive development experience 

Salary DOE 


